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Notion’s STAR® Manager Blasts onto the HR Circuit  
2018 kicked off in spectacular style with a host of exciting events on the 
HR circuit, including Notion’s swanky party to celebrate the launch of our 
game changing management development programme STAR® Manager.  

Here are a few of the highlights of the last few weeks! 

Notion’s STAR® Manager Launch Party, SOHO Hotel, London – 30th January 2018 

The SOHO Hotel provided the perfect mission control 
room from which to launch STAR® Manager.  We were 
absolutely thrilled to unveil our revolutionary, 100% 
virtual, blended management development programme, 
capable of transformational behaviour change, to an 
exclusive group of HR Directors, Senior Executives, and 
strategic partners from over 50 companies. 

Andrew Joly, Strategic Director of LEO had this to say, “It’s not very often you get the chance to 
prove (that we are leading the learning revolution) and to take something with incredible value in a 
non-digital context, and deliver something that is not just equal to, but better than a live programme.  
This is a showcase product and an award winner.” 

And our other guests had this to say : 

Russ Hartand-Shaw, Global Learning Project Manager, Costa Coffee, “It’s been a fantastic evening 
and I’ve been very impressed with what I have seen.  They have already tapped into the Millennials’ 
way of thinking.  It is really relevant, a new way of working and a new way of thinking.”  

Ann Williams, EMEA Learning Manager, Thomson Reuters and an alumni delegate of our live 
programmes, commented, “I know the content well.  It’s got the same depth and people can do it at 
their own pace - I really like the blend.”  

Anita Byrne, Senior Learning & Development Manager, Santander, recognised the power of STAR® 
Manager to deliver change, “They have really looked for ways to deliver the right thing for 
customers and to embed it into the organisation to really deliver change into a business.”  

Of course, after all that work, there was also a lot of play.  
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Learning Technologies, Olympia, London – 31st January 2018 

No rest for the wicked.  The very next morning we delivered a keynote case study at Learning 
Technologies at Olympia - Europe’s leading showcase of technology supported workplace learning. 
Laura Ashley-Timms presented ‘A Digital Transformation of Face to Face Workshops’ to a full 
auditorium with Toby Gilchrist our partner at Digits and whose platform notion.global is built. 

 

HRD Summit, ICC Birmingham - 6th&7th February 2018 

The final sprint was a two-day marathon of activity at 
the HRD Summit where we exhibited - doing what we 
love - talking to people about how they can transform 
behaviour in their organisations.  At our fantastic 
stand, members of the Notion team (not forgetting our 
helpful astronaut) were on hand to answer questions 
and to help visitors play with STAR® Manager on the IPads. 

Notion’s MD, Dominic Ashley-Timms, was a keynote speaker 
delivering his seminar boldly titled: 

Getting Beyond The ‘What?’ To Implementing The ‘How?’                                                               

Enabling People to Drive Commercial Performance in Volatile, 
Uncertain, Complex and Ambiguous Times 

Dominic was joined by an expert panel of our clients: Karen Terry-
Weymouth from BT, Katie Bates from Scott Bader and Matt Hayward 
from MPS who shared three case studies about how to make the move 
from ‘managing change’ to ‘enabling change’. Each demonstrated the 
game changing effect of Notion’s STAR® model and the transformational 
impact of taking an ‘Operational Coaching’ approach.   

To end the blast off, fun was had at 
the HR Awards, where STAR® 
Manager sponsored the Distinction 
in Leading Transformational Change award. Dominic shared the 
stage with comedian Josh Widdicombe, to present the award to 
Easyjet. We also celebrated the award nominations and 

successes with our guests, including Exeter University and Mitchells and Butlers. 


